We begin with some formal definitions consistent with Adomian's notation in [ 1, 21 . Let N represent a nonlinear operator and Nx a nonlinear term in an equation to be solved by decomposition. Terms such as x2, 8, sin x, etc. are viewed as zeroth-order composite nonlinearities and will be written as Nx, or preferably as N,u', where u" s x, and expanded in Adomian's A, polynomials [ 11, now identified as AZ to correspond to the No nonlinear operator. Thus Nouo = C,"= o Ai.
A first-order composite nonlinearity is defined as fi, x = N,( N, u') or as NON, u', where u'=x and uo= N,u' with N,,u' = I,"_ ,, A: and N,u' =CFxo A;.
A second-order composite nonlinearity is R,x = N,N, N,x, or NO(N1(N2x))), where Nouo=~,"=,A~, u"= N,u'=C,"=,At,, U' =N,u*= C,"=. AZ, and u2 = x. When the decomposition is carried out, u" = C,"= o u!. u'=~~~,u~, u'=~,"=ouf. A third-order composite nonlinearity is written lV,X = NoWI(NAN~X)))) = NoN,N,N,x with N,u'=C,"=,A:, N,u' = C,"=oAA, N2u2=C,"=,A~, N,~~=~~~,A~,andu'=x. Bydecomposition, u"=~;=,u~, u'=C:=,u~, u"=C,~_~U~, u'=C;=,U~ with u'=N,u', u1 = N2u2, u2 = N3u3, and u3 = x.
In general, N,, U" = I,"= o A; = uy ' for 1 <V <m with z.P = x and u"=~,"=ou;. etc., using the above A,,, and it does not appear worthwhile to go further; so a three-term approximation q&= 2.58430937. Check with x=q&, e -sin2(d3iZ) = 0.999491607 so the right side is 2S7028793.
It is easy to see now from the referenced work [l, 21 and this paper that these results apply not only to algebraic equations but also to differential equations in the form Ly + Ny =g(x), where Ny is a composite nonlinearity since we get L-1-p L-'Ly=L-'g(x)-LYNy=L-'g(x)-n=O A,. If Ly = dy/dx and y(0) = k, for example, y = C,"=O y, = k+L-'g-L~l~,"=oA,, where y,=k+L-'g, and ynfl= -L-IA,, for n > 0 and the A, are calculated by the methods discussed.
